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There are 3 (three) questions, Ans\\-er all 3 (three) questions. The symbols have their usual meanings.
Programmable calculators are not allo\\-ed. Marks at each question and corresponding COs and POs are
written in the brackets.

1 a) Deane altitude angle. declination angle, and latitude angle with proper (3D) illustration.

Establish the relationship between altitude angle, declination angle, and latitude angle.
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b) Given the geographical coordinates of IUT’s mini solar plant (latitude: 23.99
degrees. longitude: 90.422 degrees) and a GNTT time difference of +6 hours, along
with the weather forecast designating April 13th as the warmest day of 2023. analyze
the following aspects:

Calculate the declination angle based on the provided data.
Find the altitude angle and azimuth angle for the sun at 3:00 P.M. solar
time at IUT. Explain the significance of these angles in the context of solar

energy capture
Calculate the clock time for solar noon at IUT. Discuss \\-hv knob\ing

solar noon is crucial for solar energy systems
Find the method to calculate the direct beam solar radiation that is

normal to the sun's ra\ s at noon or a clear day at IUT on April 13th.
Explain how this information can be used in optimizing solar energy
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Please provide detailed calculdtlons and e\planations for each of the above tasks.

2 d) Deduce the simple equivalent circuit of a solar PV cell. Then. modify this simple
circuit to assemble a more accurate representation, highlighting the reasons for these
modifications. Anajyze hour- the accurate equi\'alent circuit innuences the PV cell's
current-voltage (.I-V) characteristics and efficiency under varying conditions. Lastly,

briefly discuss the practical signitlcance of using this reflned model in PV system
design and optimization.
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b) A PV module comprises of 36 identical cells. 12 u-ired in series. then three parallel
lines. With 1-sun insolation ( 1 kW/m2), each cell has short-circuit current lsc = 3.4
A. and at 35'C its reverse saturation current is lo = 6 x 10–lO A. Parallel resistance

RP = 6.6 Q and series resistance RS = 0.0('5 Q Find the \ oltage. current. and power
delivered when the junction voltage of each cell is 0.50 V. Draw the 1-V
characteristics of the module
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3 a)

b)

Explain the purpose of Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) in PV modules and
why it's crucial for optimizing power output. Anal)-ze hon- DC-DC converters
facilitate MPPT in PV sv-stems by adjustirg \ o Itage and current.
Deduce input impedance characteristics for different DC-DC converters when PV

modules serve as the voltage source and e\pl3in ho\\- these input impedance values
influence current-voltage ( T-V) and po\\er-\oltage {P-V) curves of PV modules

\\-hen DC-DC converters are used for NtPPT.
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